
“We need to hit terrorists and criminals in their pockets — cutting 

off their access to money is a vital part of preventing their crimes.” 

- European Commissioner for the Security Union, Julian King

5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive 

(5AMLD)

Who must comply?

• Financial institutions

• Virtual currencies

• Anonymous prepaid cards

• Digital wallet services

• Gambling services

• Letting agents

• Art dealers

5AMLD Compliance and Online Customer Identity Verification

Know Your Customer

The 5AMLD has a clause that acknowledges the digitalization of ID and the fact that accurate identification and 
verification of data of natural and legal persons are essential for fighting money laundering or terrorist financing.

Under 5AMLD, crypto exchanges and crypto wallet providers are considered 
“obliged entities” and face the same requirements as financial institutions. 

Prepaid companies will need to carry out KYC checks on customers using cards 
funded with more than €150 (down from €250). Payment service providers will 
make sure that those making a remote payment over €50 are identified. 

5AMLD prescribes enhanced due diligence measures for business relationships 
or transactions involving high-risk countries.

Member states will be obliged to draft a list of offices and functions that qualify 
as politically exposed (PEP) on national level and including nationally registered 
international organizations.  

If all owners of the legal entity opening accounts are not defined and known, 
financial institutions may be subject to fines and severe risk implications. 
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Know Your Customer

What is 5AMLD?

A strengthened set of European Parliament-
adopted rules to bring more transparency to 
improve the fight against money laundering and 
terrorist financing across the European Union.

5AMLD



AML Screening

Vet new customers online with 

automated AML screening against 

country-specific PEPs, sanctions and 
watchlists.
 

Ongoing Monitoring

Receive tailored, proactive alerts via email 
or API to identify, investigate and rapidly 
react to suspicious behaviors in real-time 
or retrospectively.
 

Identity Verification

Reliably verify new customers across the 
globe across a broad range of countries, 
languages and ID types.
 

Liveness Detection

Thwart evolving and sophisticated 
spoofing attempts to assume another 
individual’s identity.

 User Authentication

Leverage biometric-based authentication 
to securely authenticate high-risk 
transactions (e.g., password resets, wire 
transfers) to ensure the person behind 
the transaction is the legitimate account 

owner.
 

Omnichannel Experience

Verify customers across devices via a 
native mobile (mobile SDK), web, mobile 
web and API.

 

Fast Experience

Streamline the user journey with a simple, 
fast and compliant onboarding experience.

5AMLD Compliance: How Jumio Can Help

Learn more at jumio.com

This content from Jumio is for general information purposes only. Please consult your legal team for advice regarding your particular situation.


